CfA HEEN: End of Energy Giants, Rise of New Actors?

Workshop V, Berlin
Friday, 1 July – Sunday, 3 July 2016
Hertie Energy and Environment Network
Hertie Network Summit

You are cordially invited to apply to HEEN’s Workshop V, which will take place from Friday, 1 July to Sunday, 3 July 2016 at the Hertie School of Governance. HEEN V focuses on the question of how energy markets are transforming due to Germany’s and other countries’ efforts at an Energiewende, and is titled “End of the Energy Giants, Rise of New Actors?”.

For the first time, all four thematic networks of the fellows & friends Programme – the Hertie Energy and Environment Network (HEEN), the Hertie Network on Digitalization (HNoD), the Women Leadership Initiative (WLI) and the Hertie Social Impact Collaborative (HSIC) – will meet at the same time and location. An exchange between the participants of the network meetings will take place during the Network Summit Session, the Summer Party of the Hertie Foundation’s fellows as well as the various coffee and lunch breaks.

Preliminary Agenda

Friday, 1 July 2016
- 18:30 – 20:00: Opening Session on End of the Energy Giants, Rise of New Actors in cooperation with Strommarkttreffen
- Juliane Schulze (Vattenfall): green:field - Die Gründerplattform von Vattenfall
- Matthias Reeg (DLR): Understanding the Role of Incumbents and Challengers in Energy Transition Processes
- Nicolas Sommer (NextKraftwerk): The Role of Flexibility and Virtual Power Plants in Modern Power Markets
- Andreas Schröder: Update on the new energy landscape

Location to be determined.

Saturday, 2 July 2016
- 09:00 – 10:30: Welcome and Introduction by HEEN
- 11:15 – 11:30: Coffee Break
- 11:30 – 12:45: Career Session
- 12:45 – 14:00: Lunch
- 14:00 – 15:15: HEEN presents
- 15:15 – 15:30: Coffee Break
- 15:30 – 17:30: Network Summit Session
- 18:00 – 23:00: Summer Party of the Hertie Foundation’s fellows, Harnack-House - Conference Venue of the Max Planck Society (Ihnestraße 16-20, 14195 Berlin)

Four sessions (15.30 – 17.30) will take place in parallel. You can attend one of the following options:
HEEN and the Hertie Social Impact Collaborative (HSIC): The double challenge: How to improve energy access and increase the share of renewable energy in low-income countries

HEEN and the Hertie Network on Digitalization (HNoD): How can digitalization advance the low-carbon economy?

HNoD and HSIC: The Future of Journalism
- Graf Carl von Hohenthal (former deputy editor for German newspapers Die Welt and Berliner Morgenpost)
- Sayed Yusuf Almuhafah (Citizen Journalist)
- Der Kontext, das interactive Hintergrundmagazin

Women Leadership Initiative (WLI): tbc

Sunday, 3 July 2016
- 10:00 – 11:30: Skills Session: Data Visualization & Tableau (facilitator tbc)
- 11:30 – 11:45: Coffee Break
- 11:45 – 13:00: HEEN Network Development
- 13:00 – 14:00: Lunch

Conditions

Applicants
Alumni of the Hertie Foundation, i.e., affiliates of the fellows & friends Programme, are welcome to apply and constitute HEEN’s key target audience. Experienced professionals in the Energy and Environment space, who do NOT have a fellows & friends Programme affiliation, are also welcome to apply. Up to 3 such “non-affiliates” can take part in HEEN’s Workshop V, selected on the basis of relevant experience.

Travel Reimbursements
For participants residing outside Berlin, travel reimbursements (1) up to EUR 100 for participants travelling by car/bus/train, and (2) up to EUR 150 for participants travelling by airplane may be covered. Note that accommodation may only be covered on an exceptional basis, and is subject to remaining funds once the application process is concluded. Attendance on Saturday and Sunday is obligatory to qualify for travel reimbursements. Travel reimbursements for non-affiliates are possible if they make a strong contribution to the network meeting, e.g., speaking, presenting.

Application

Registration Form

Deadline
Friday, 27 May 2016
Hertie Energy & Environment Network

The Hertie Energy and Environment Network (HEEN) is an international network of experts promoting a sustainable energy future, based on trust, openness and curiosity, by facilitating active dialogue, knowledge exchange and professional development.

Contact

Snezhina Kovacheva (snezhina.kovacheva@gmail.com)
Franziska Otte (franziska.otte87@gmail.com)

Programme fellows & friends
Gemeinnützige Hertie-Stiftung
Büro Berlin
Friedrichstr. 180
10117 Berlin

www.fellows-friends.ghst.de